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W H A T  I S  S O I L  D E S E R T ? W H A T  I S  S A L T P E T E R ?

W H A T  I S  S O I L ?

First we have to know, what is soil? Soil is the
loose upper layer of the Earth, so it has direct
contact with the atmosphere. We can find it in all
the continents and in the bottom of the seas.
Soil is composed by organic material (like fungi,
bacteria, small animals) air, water and rock
fragments. There are different types of soil, but
there are three   main types of soil: Silt, Sandy,
and Clay soil. The soil has the components that
are necessary for plants to grow, so it supports
plant life. Did you know that one centimeter of
soil takes 500 years to build up? Imagine how
many years it took to make all the soil on Earth!

So now that we know what soil is, we can talk
about the characteristics of desert soil. You know
what is desert soil? The deserts normally are very
dry, also there is not a big amount of vegetation.
The soil that is in the desert is mainly Sandy soil,
which has low fertility, big particle size and   it
doesn't hold too much water. In the desert there
is not much vegetation because as we all now is
very dry. So deserts are soils with low organic
material (nutrients). Nevertheless, because ofthe
lack of vegetation and water, the Atacama desert
conditions allowed for mineral like nitrate to
acumulate. Also desert temperatures are
extreme, very cold or very hot.  Did you know why
the Atacama desert was important for Chile in
1880? Was important for nitrate or saltpeter,
because in that period of time was the main
income in the country.

Now we are going to learn about Saltpeter. This mineral
that could be found on desert soil. Saltpeter was very
important during the liberal governments of Chile, it also
was the main income during that period. Saltpeter was also
called nitrate, this nitrate was extracted in the north of
Chile, and it was used as a fertilizer. The mines where the
nitrate was extracted where in Antofagasta and in
Tarapaca. The owners of the nitrate offices were mainly
English investors. Some improvements that were made
because of the nitrate income in Chile were education, and
public projects. Nitrate became highly demanded in the
international commerce, it was almost the only product
exported. As long as nitrate was important for Chile, there
would be people working to extract the mineral. The
workers in the nitrates work for 12 hours, they lived in
pampinas  houses that were separated between single and
married people and also they were paid with tokens that
they could exchange only in a “pulpería” to buy food.  The
saltpeter, taken from desert soil essential for human
beings, was the main income and it involved hard work and
sacrifice to extract it.

In  the mines of saltpeter, the
workers worked 12 hours a day. 
If Manuel had been working for
180 hours, for how many days did
he work?
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What if I tell you that soil is
essential for us? Well yes, soil
is essential for us humans
beings. In this article you will
know why.

Math challenge!

12 x =180


